Let B be a domain lying in the complex z plane and KB(z, t) its kernel function. A number of relationships exist between the kernel and the geometric properties of the domain. (See, for example, [l].)1 It is the purpose of the present note to relate the successive derivatives of the kernel with the domain B.
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If z is interior to B, we shall denote by rB(z) the shortest distance from the point z to the boundary of B. Furthermore, we introduce the abbreviation
(1) K¡T,n\z,í)=-z-KB(z,t). 
Proof. It obviously suffices to prove the theorem for z = 0, it being supposed that B contains this point in its interior.
Let r = rB(0), and suppose that Zi is a point which simultaneously lies on the boundary of B and on the circle \z\ =r. In the bicylinder |z|^r*<r, \t\^r*<r, KB(z, t) is an analytic function of the two complex variables z and / and hence has an expansion of the form converging absolutely and uniformly there. If, then, X is a real variable with |X| <r/r*, then (4) AB(Xz, XI) = £ *r,n,(0, 0)zmt\m+n/mlnl.
m,n=0
With X in the above range, (4) converges absolutely and uniformly in z\, \t\ ^r*. The circle \z\ =r* will be designated by C*. Thus, for A| <r/r*,
The function F(\) is therefore analytic for |x| <r/r*. We shall prove, moreover, that F(\) has a singularity at the point \ -r/r*. If this is admitted momentarily, then by the familiar Cauchy-Hadamard formula for the radius of convergence of a power series, we shall have r*/r = Hm sup [KBn"\o, 0)r***%.1(« + I)!]1'2"
We shall show that (7) lim F(X) = ».
\~r¡r'S uppose that Ci designates a circle of radius ri which is exterior to B but whose circumference passes through s%. Designate the exterior of the circle by D. By the monotonicity of the kernel function (8) KbÇKz, Xz) ^ KD(\z, Xz).
Therefore, F(X) ^ f' {kd(\z, \z)dxdy
= X-2 f f £D(z, z)¿x¿y s /(X).
In the above equation, XC* designates the circle \z\ ^Xr*. To estimate the integral /(X), it is convenient to introduce new coordinates z' = x'+fy as follows: Zi shall be the new origin, and the center of G shall lie on the negative x' axis. In the new system, Kd is given by 1 / z'z'Y2 1 / x'2 + /V2 (10) KDiz',z')=-(z'
For values of X sufficiently near to r/r*, the ray x' =y' will intersect the circle XC* in two points whose abscissas x[ (X), x2 (X) have the property The assertion (7) now follows from (9) and (11), and the proof is complete.
As an application of Theorem 1, we show how, for the case of a simply-connected domain, the quantity rB(0) may be expressed in terms of the coefficients of the mapping function of the domain onto the unit circle. 
Thus (21) Hence Kciw, w) = -2^/ i" + i)Ww". 
